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ABSTRACT
As the architectures of computers change, introducing more
caches onto multicore chips, even more locality becomes nec-
essary. With the bandwidth between caches and RAM now
even more valuable, additional locality from new matrix rep-
resentations will be important to keep multiple processors
busy. The default storage representations of both C and
Fortran, row- and column-major respectively, have fun-
damental deficiencies with many matrix computations. By
switching the storage representation from cartesian to block
indices, one is able to take better advantage of cache locality
at all levels from L1 to paging. This paper only changes stor-
age representation from row-major to Morton-hybrid, and
applies it to matrix multiplication. Its purpose is to show
that, even with only traditional iterative algorithms, simply
changing storage representation offers significant speedups.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Processor Architectures]: MultiProcessors—Single-
program, multiple-data-stream processors (SPMD); D.1.m
[Programming Techniques]: Miscellaneous; E.1 [Data
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Figure 1: Morton-hybrid (left) and Morton-order
(right) indexing of a 16 × 16 matrix.

Structures]: Arrays; E.2 [Data Storage Representa-
tions]: Contiguous representations; F.2.1 [Analysis of Al-
gorithms and Problem Complexity]: Numerical algo-
rithms and problems—Computations on matrices.

General Terms
Design, Languages, Performance

Keywords
Cholesky factorization, Morton order, quadtrees.

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to explore the performance of

the memory hierarchy when using Morton-order [25] and
Morton-hybrid matrix representations. By isolating improve-
ments attained from blockwise indexing, they improve the
performance of linear-algebra applications with better use of
the memory hierarchy. Improvements of blockwise indexing
can be attained simply by using the Opie compiler to con-
vert row-major order code to Morton-order code [10]. The
codes offered here are iterative, though the structure also
lends itself to recursion [26].

There has been a great amount of work done in this field
[6, 17, 24, 3, 20, 7]. Our contribution is to focus alone on
altering storage representation without altering algorithms,
and empirically to present the benefits solely due to that
representation.

The closest work to ours is by Park and Prasanna, who
explore another blocked representation that they call BDL,
and whose only dense plots are timing results [20, 22]. They



for (iBlock=0; iBlock<stride; iBlock+=INNER_BLOCK_SIZE)
for (jBlock=0; jBlock<stride; jBlock+=INNER_BLOCK_SIZE)

for (kBlock=0; kBlock<stride; kBlock+=INNER_BLOCK_SIZE)
for (i=iBlock; i<iBlock+INNER_BLOCK_SIZE; i++)
for (j=jBlock; j<jBlock+INNER_BLOCK_SIZE; j++)

for (k=kBlock; k<kBlock+INNER_BLOCK_SIZE; k++)
c[i*stride+j] += a[i*stride+k]*b[k*stride+j];

Figure 2: Row-major 6-loop matrix multiplication

for(i = 0; i < stride; i++)
for(j = 0; j < stride; j++)

for(k = 0; k < stride; k++)
c[i*stride+j] += a[i*stride+k] * b[k*stride+j];

Figure 3: Row-major 3-loop matrix multiplication

also present analyses and some simulation results on cache
misses. In contrast, we offer results from dense tests with
times and L1, L2, and Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)
misses, as well as page faults, all in a format that can be
compared by eyeball. That comparison shows, for instance,
that L1 performance is not the whole story—that a severe
reduction in page faults or TLB misses can upset the race
[2].

The remainder of this paper is in five sections: A section
defining the underlying representations, a section which de-
scribes the approach, a section which applies our technique
to traditional matrix multiplication, a section which uses
BLAS libraries with our approach, and finally a conclusion
that points to future work.

2. DEFINITIONS
Definition 1. The base of a matrix has Morton-order

index 0. A submatrix (block) at Morton-order index i is
either an element (scalar), or it is composed of four subma-
trices, with indices 4i+0,4i+1,4i+2,4i+3. [25].

Figure 1 illustrates the Morton indexing of a matrix in I

order [11, 21, 19, 23]. Related to Morton indexing is Morton-
hybrid indexing that indexes blocks in Morton order but
elements within them in row- or column-major. Chatterjee
used this order with limited success in 1999 [4]. Either allows
cartesian indexing using a class of masked integers [1].

Definition 2. An inner block of order n = 2p is a square
block at Morton-order m, whose elements are indexed in row-
major order. The 〈i, j〉th element of that block has Morton-
hybrid index m4p + i2p + j.

Arithmetic on cartesian indices of both Morton-ordered
and Morton-hybrid matrices is directly available in two mi-
nor cycles of any processor [1, 25], but it is not used in source
code. With it we avoid all temptation to translate between
representations to which others have acquiesced.

3. APPROACH
The main thrust here is to study the underlying behavior

of the basic algorithms relative to locality in memory. To
analyze the advantages of using block-indices, we explore
traditional algorithms on different representations. This ap-
proach measures the speed of different representations with-
out the extreme optimizations that technologies, such as
hand-coded BLAS, offer [5, 13, 18]. While every repre-
sentation will run significantly slower than BLAS in this

for (iBlock=0; iBlock<stride; iBlock+=INNER_BLOCK_SIZE)
for (jBlock=0; jBlock<stride; jBlock+=INNER_BLOCK_SIZE)

for (kBlock=0; kBlock<stride; kBlock+=INNER_BLOCK_SIZE)
{
ijBlock=evenDilate(iBlock)+oddDilate(jBlock);

ikBlock=evenDilate(iBlock)+oddDilate(kBlock);
kjBlock=evenDilate(kBlock)+oddDilate(jBlock);

dgemm(’n’, ’n’, INNER_BLOCK_SIZE, INNER_BLOCK_SIZE,
INNER_BLOCK_SIZE, 1,
&a[ikBlock], INNER_BLOCK_SIZE,

&b[kjBlock], INNER_BLOCK_SIZE, 1,
&c[ijBlock], INNER_BLOCK_SIZE);

}

Figure 4: Morton-hybrid 3-loop multiplication

approach, it will be used in a comparison to identify ad-
vantages that block indices offer. In order to analyze the
efficiency of each storage representation we offer five pri-
mary measurements, L1 cache misses, L2 cache misses, page
faults, TLB misses, and uniprocessor time. These measure-
ments are collected using the monitoring tool PAPI [15].

All plots are normalized by dividing the resource measure-
ment by the number of FLOPs in the algorithm. There are
2n3 − n2 flops in an n × n matrix multiplication, and the
normalization plots the leading coefficient in the idealized
cubic equation for each resource; ideally it should be a con-
stant [16]. The first four measurements are used primarily
to analyze the locality and speed benefits of each represen-
tation.

For the 6-loop algorithm, a textbook algorithm written
in C is used, as shown in Figure 2 [12]. The well known
blocked algorithm for matrix multiplication uses three loops
to traverse block products and three inner loops to traverse
scalar products. It is nearly the same as the usual result of
automatic loop tiling [27, 20], with the size of a tile being
32 or 128, as discussed later.

In order to convert this algorithm to Morton-order we use
the Opie Transformer [9, 10]. No knowledge of Morton-
order is required to use it, and any speed-up noticed should
be considered an automated optimization to row-major code.

For the second part of testing the traditional matrix-multi-
plication algorithm is altered to use the BLAS library as
the inner loop. The purpose of this experiment is to test
whether the new block representations are able to compete
with row-major order under heavy optimizations. In order
to use these libraries, the innermost block must be in row-
major order. Unlike the computer-generated Morton code,
this hybrid code was written by hand with knowledge of
Morton-order. The algorithm applied to this Morton-hybrid
is similar to the traditional 6-loop algorithm. Three loops it-
erate through the outer-Morton, while the inner three loops
are replaced with a call to BLAS, as seen in Figure 4.

Testing for optimal inner block size must be methodical
with manufacturers’ BLAS. Empirical results have shown
that inner-block size is largely dependent on the memory
architecture and, in addition, the BLAS being used. That
effect will be seen later in Figures 22 and 23. This is one dis-
tinct disadvantage of Morton-hybrid. While Morton-order
has the advantage of being largely cache-oblivious [8], and
dependent only on the architecture, Morton-hybrid requires
significant cache-testing to achieve optimal results on both
the architecture and the BLAS implementation.
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A cache line holds four elements which here is either
a block or a row. In the latter case, column traversals
generate cache misses.
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Figure 6: Morton-Hybrid in Cache. With four ele-
ment cache lines the hybrid representation still al-
lows compilers to optimize row-major inner blocks.

4. TRADITIONAL MATRIX MULTIPLICA-
TION

4.1 3-Loop Matrix Multiplication
Almost all iterative matrix-multiplication algorithms are

based on the 3-loop algorithm in Figure 3. As the stride
increases, it is hampered by poor cache locality at every
level of the memory hierarchy. In order to improve locality
of this algorithm, the operations were rearranged into the
6-loop algorithm.

4.2 6-Loop Matrix Multiplication
The 6-loop matrix-multiplication algorithm was written

to multiply a block at a time; each block uses the 3-loop
algorithm as shown in Figure 2. This blocking helps at only
one level of the memory hierarchy. Even with this approach
as matrices grow there will eventually be an L2-cache miss
on every stride down a column. Even sooner there will be
L1-cache misses striding down the column. This effect is
illustrated on a micro-scale in Figure 5.

It is is a very small illustration of what occurs with a
hypothetical cache size of 8 integers, a cache line of 4 in-
tegers, and a matrix size of 16 integers. When traversing
columns in Morton order, one must fetch only twice from
memory to fill cache with new data for 16 flops, while in
row-major order there must be four fetches, loading 16 in-
tegers. While this is a very primitive model of cache misses,
it illustrates the problems experienced by block-algorithms
with non-blocked indices. One of the limiting factors in pre-
venting most O(n3) linear-algebra algorithms from achieving
maximum speed is cache-misses and page-faults. We have
seen that reducing cache-misses and page-faults yields sig-
nificant speed improvement.

4.3 Morton-Hybrid Matrix Multiplication
In order to take advantage of the library and compiler op-

timizations on current processors, such as BLAS’s, the in-
nermost block must look like column- or row-major form. In
comparison with Figure 5, Figure 6 illustrates Morton-order
on the outside with a row-major inner block. By setting
the inner block to row-major, we can then use all of the op-
timizations of BLAS for these processors, and still benefit
from the low cache misses that Morton-order allows.

5. RESULTS
The figures that follow are positioned using the page-

formatting language LATEX so that they can easily be com-
pared by eye. The figure numbering does not necessarily
follow the text.

For instance, Figures 8–11 are grouped together so that
the reader can see times, TLB misses, L1 misses, and L2
misses patterned to compare which has most effects on the
first. Similarly, Figures 12–21 are positioned on a single page
to show Opteron performance on the left and Itanium’s on
the right, with times in the middle and expensive page faults
above. Below the timing plots are the cache misses: L1, L2,
and TLB—as above—which are to be tracked together to
see their impacts on the timings.

At the end are Figures 22 and 23 which explore the choice
of tile/block sizes for this representation.

5.1 Hardware Description
The 64-bit machines selected for these tests are a 1.6Ghz

AMD Opteron with 64KB L1 cache, 1MB L2 cache, and
1GB RAM; and a 1.5Ghz Intel Itanium with 16KB L1 cache,
256KB L2 cache, 3MB L3 cache, and 4GB RAM. Some ma-
trix orders exceed 213, where 64-bit addressing becomes nec-
essary.

5.2 Pure C 6-loop Multiplications
Figure 8 plots the normalized time for the pure C code for

6-loop multiplication against that available by transforming
the same code onto Morton-order representation. It shows
that the latter code performs twice as fast as the former,
and even faster in most cases. There are more test points
immediately adjacent to powers of two in order to expose
the weakness of C striding that is elided with Morton or-
der. Figure 9 exposes the TLB misses for those runs which
are far fewer with Morton order, and particularly bad at
4096 and 8192 for C’s row-major representation.1 Figure 10
shows favorable and uniform L1 misses for Morton order,
and particularly poor L1 misses for C, spiking at its worse
times. Similarly, L2 cache misses do well in Morton order.
Figure 11 shows favorable L2 misses for Morton order, and
poor L2 misses for C, spiking similarly. We conclude that
TLB misses account for the doubling between the times for
pure C and for Opie/Morton, and that cache misses create
the timing spikes on the former.

5.3 Benefits and Inefficiencies of BLAS
Intel has done an excellent job at optimizing L1, L2 and

TLB misses; even with the gains seen by using this Morton-
hybrid, its MKL BLAS was typically faster by approxi-
mately 4–8% until swapping. The most significant advan-
tage that can be seen for Morton-hybrid occurs when the
problems grow to a size that requires paging. While BLAS

has excellent optimizations to lower L1, L2 and TLB misses,

1Yes, strides ought not to be powers of two but, as we avoid
striding, we also avoid that old constraint.



it is severely hindered by page faults. The Morton-hybrid
matrices were able to keep page faults fairly low, but straight
BLAS incurred severe penalties once the algorithm exceeds
RAM.

5.4 BLAS on row-major versus
Hybrid on Morton-hybrid

Figures 14 and 15 compare the times purely for manu-
facturers’ BLAS over row-major matrices running on the
Opteron and Itanium with the times for our hybrid code
running on our Morton-hybrid representation. Recall that
our algorithms use three outer loops to isolate a block, and
use the manufacturer’s BLAS in the inner loop. Pure BLAS
performs better than the hybrid codes on both blocks of or-
der 32 and 128, until the problem size overruns RAM. When
swapping begins, BLAS runs into trouble. Those problems
are expanded below. We pretransposed the inner blocks of
the second matrix to avoid repeated transposing, with sur-
prising results of no speed-up. We expect that BLAS must
be able to combine prefetching with the transpose to elimi-
nate this penalty in the first place.

Figures 16 and 17 present the L1 cache misses for these
problems. On the Opteron, the order-32 hybrid wins the
L1 misses; on the Itanium, MKL BLAS wins, again un-
til it begins to page. In the latter case, the order-32 L1
swaps are strikingly uniform, without the impact of paging.
Similarly, Figures 18 and 19 show the L2 performance of
these runs. On the Opteron, ACML BLAS wins, but on the
Itanium the order-32 hybrid soundly defeats it. Even the
order-128 hybrid beats BLAS’s L2 performance, suggesting
it has striding problems on the Itanium.

The dramatic plots are Figures 12 and 13. They show the
impact of thrashing that dominates the time plots visited
above. Of course, all tests must do some paging at those
sizes, but BLAS suffers worse on both machines. The hy-
brid representation experiences a step in page faults on the
Opteron, but hardly any on the Itanium because of its 4GB
memory. In spite of that capacity, BLAS hits the wall.

Figure 20 exhibits the TLB misses on the Opteron, where
hybrid 128 won, and BLAS came in second. The analogous
plot for the Itanium is Figure 21 and shows 128 winning, as
well. This last set of plots, using BLAS for inner-blocks on
the Itanium, was very irregular, with jumps not well shown
here; they fill the frame. Instead, these plots show median
results from five runs at each point for each case. In fact, the
results for BLAS and 128-blocks are smooth, with the latter
deviating only rarely (one of five), but the medians of the 32-
blocks still remain ragged. Ultimately, the TLB misses for
128-blocks are stable and, at worst, 2 orders of magnitude
less that BLAS’s; 3.5 orders less on small problems. The
times correlate well.

Finally, Figures 22 and 23 present timing experiments
done early on to select the block sizes for the hybrid tests.
We tested inner block sizes of orders 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256
and timed them to determine which ones to race against
BLAS. Ironically, 32 was the net winner on the Opteron,
with 16 doing poorly on both. Beyond that, the results are
difficult to explain. On the Opteron 32, 64, and 128 were
close. On the Itanium 128 and 256 did well, suggesting that
larger is better, but 16 and 64 did worst. Still on the Ita-
nium, 32 is not terribly bad but 128 seems best.
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Figure 7: Scaling of times of two algorithms on
shared-memory dual Opterons.

5.5 TLB Results
One of the more interesting results was the impact of TLB

misses on time. While plots of L1 and L2 cache misses show
spikes in the traditional 6-loop algorithm, TLB misses ad-
here strongly to cubic growth (Their plot is flat) and are
extremely low for Morton and Morton-hybrid representa-
tions. Although the exact correlation between TLB misses
and time has not been revealed, the plots suggest that our
performance can be attributed to TLB misses (Figure 9),
as we perform favorably (Figure 8) even when there are no
significant L1 or L2 differences (Figures 10 and 11).

5.6 Simple Scaling with Parallelism
Figure 7 exhibits scaling readily available from the algo-

rithms, described above. It shows two things.
First, all these algorithms scale from one to two proces-

sors, here single and dual shared-memory Opterons, and
elsewhere to distributed machines [26]. The data structure
ensures memory locality on any single machine, and simpli-
fies block transfers among many because blocks have con-
tiguous addresses.

Second, it shows that the uniprocessor times for both pure
C and for Opie-transformed C source scale very well to mul-
tiple processors. Remarkably, the Opie-transformed C code
is as fast as (and faster than) the dual-processor compiled C.
The ragged performance of raw C code, scaled perfectly in
its parallel versions, contrasts poorly with kpie’s flat times.

6. CONCLUSION
The test problem on 64-bit processors is that old chestnut:

square, dense matrix multiplication. Remarkable improve-
ments over the manufacturer’s BLAS3 dgemm are demon-
strated in TLB, L1/L2 cache misses, page faults, and time
on the AMD Opteron just by changing the data structure.
These scale to the shared-memory tests, as well. The most
striking improvement is in page faults, the slowest level of
the memory hierarchy.

Intel’s Itanium BLAS performs more favorably than AMD’s
BLAS up to and after paging, but our representation nearly
met its times and locality by using its dgemm for small, inner
blocks. Page faults also are the major win on the Itanium—
after exceeding its 4GB RAM.

There are many results on block recursive matrices [6, 17,
24, 3, 20, 7] In contrast to earlier reports, these larger ex-
periments with Morton-hybrid indexing on 64-bit processors
show that excellent memory-bandwidth is available simply
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Figure 11: L2 Cache misses on Opteron for 6-Loop
matrix multiplication.

by changing the representation of matrices. Our results,
particularly on TLB misses, should be distinguished from
those of Goto and van de Geijn who attain excellent results
with low-level programming [13, 14]. Aside from tiling the
algorithm, all we did was to change the data structure.

Future work is under way to use the block-recursive data
structures, themselves, to deliver even more locality through
block-recursive algorithms. No recursion is used here; these
are conventional loops on the newer representations. Paral-
lel performance on distributed memories is also being stud-
ied, where interprocess communication introduces new over-
heads. A serious overhead of distributed memory is the im-
pact of the interfacing software, like OpenMPI, on already
cached data.

Our overall conclusion, however, is that Morton-order de-
livers better performance via its inherent block locality. Even
if the source code has been written with loops for row-major
C representation, we still realize better performance simply
by fitting inner blocks to Morton’s or by transforming row-
major code with Opie.
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Figure 12: Page Faults on Opteron for hybrid matrix
multiplication.
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Figure 13: Page Faults on Itanium for hybrid matrix
multiplication.
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Figure 14: Time on Opteron for hybrid matrix mul-
tiplication.
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Figure 15: Time on Itanium for hybrid matrix mul-
tiplication.
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Figure 16: L1 cache misses on Opteron for hybrid
matrix multiplication.
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Figure 17: L1 cache misses on Itanium for hybrid
matrix multiplication.
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Figure 18: L2 cache misses on Opteron for hybrid
matrix multiplication.
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Figure 19: L2 cache misses on Itanium for hybrid
matrix multiplication.
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Figure 20: TLB Misses on Opteron for hybrid matrix
multiplication.
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Figure 21: TLB Misses on Itanium for hybrid matrix
multiplication.
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Figure 22: Time by block size on 1GB Opteron for hybrid matrix multiplication.
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Figure 23: Time by block size on 4GB Itanium for hybrid matrix multiplication.
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